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SUMMARY

Bird conservation awareness program was organized 

for school students and local communities living 

around Dharan Forest area. The program has conducted 

from 8 June to 14 June 2011 in the area in different 

community Forest User groups, Eco clubs, Local 

communities and schools. A total of 1378 (792 male 

and 588 female) participants were actively participated 

in these programs. All participants were representing 

from Community Forest User Groups, Eco-clubs, higher 

secondary and Secondary schools, and Local people. All 

the community Forest User Groups and schools were 

requesting for such program in their premises again in 

the near future. 

First of all, existing local organizations were identified 

with the consultant of local people and from the study 

report carried by Mr. Yub Raj Basnet. Forest User Groups 

of the area, local social organizations, NGOs, schools and 

media were requested to participate in the program. 

Participants were chosen using different parameter i.e. 
distance of their home from the area boundary and their 
capacity to hold the leadership. Basically three subject 
areas were tried to cover such as birds and their overall 
status, conservation threats and local people's role.

Likewise, one day program was organized in each place 
stated in the tables. There were many people were present 
in the program and all participants were very much 
interested in the respective field. All the participants 
actively participated in each section of program and they 
were highly excited. Youth groups and students were 
very much interested to watching birds. Considering 
that excitement, Birds of Nepal by Richard Grimmett, 

Carol Inskipp and Tim Inskipp 2003 (a field guide book) 
translated by Dr. Hem Sagar Baral (Nepali) was given 
for their encouragement. Still they are requesting such 
program at least once a year. We have discussed at BCN 
to organize bird watching program in these area using 
resource of the organization.  BCN publications, posters 
and leaflets, related to subject matter, were distributed 
to all participants in all programs.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the program, a set 
of questions were distributed to all participants to 
be answered. At the same time, they were asked to 
make conservation strategies which were successfully 
prepared by all participants using their ideas.

Besides that, participants were requested to share 
their comments and suggestions regarding the whole 
program. From their expression it has been felt that 
quality and subject area which covered in the program 
were fine, interesting, fruitful and applicable even 
though program was very tight. 



Introduction
Nepal is known to have exceptionally diverse avifauna 
despite its small size. Due to its unique geographical 
structure as sharp and gradual altitudinal variation from 
70m to 8848m above from the sea level, it provides 
home for a total of 868 bird species has been recorded 
(BCN 2011) of which 37 species were identified as 
globally threatened 19 near threatened and 15 restricted 
range species (Birdlife International 2008). The Nepal 
government has listed nine species of birds under the 
protected species.

These high percentages of birds are frequently 
distributed in different habitats all over the Nepal. As 
many as 130 breeding and wintering species are now 
considered nationally threatened. Habitat loss, hunting, 
illegal trade and poisoning are the major threats to birds 
in Nepal (Baral and Inskipp 2004). The studies show that 
it is happening because of awareness among the local 
people about the importance of the birds. This program 
was especially emphasized on extending awareness on 
birds and biodiversity conservation among the local 
people of Dharan Forest area through mass participation 
of people from different groups. 

Objectives
- Raise conservation awareness among the school 

as well local people.
- Raise awareness of local students about the 

importance globally and nationally threatened 
birds and their habitats to conserve them and 
maintain a healthy environment.

- Address all the present threats to the avifauna at 
Dharan Forest IBA, their causes and solutions.

- Motivate the local youth groups in bird watching 
and conservation activities.

- Aware all local people to plant trees as many as 
they consume in community forests to maintain 
home for birds and other wildlife. 

- Aware people to clean ponds and lake to create 
healthy habitat for birds and to keep intact water 
resources.

  



Program Area
Dharan Forests lies at northern part of Sunsari and 
Morang district under Koshi administrative zone in 
east Nepal. The area lies between 87�10’E and 87�37’ E 
longitude and 26°37’ N and 26�48’ N latitude. The Dharan 
Forests area covers approximately 50,000 hectors at the 
altitude from 100m to 1300m as (Baral and Inskipp 2005). 

This conservation, Education and awareness programme 
was conducted around the forest areas of Dharan Forest 
in Morang and Sunsari districts as recommended in 
survey's report (Basnet 2008) at the altitude 100m-600m, 
where forest area covers approximately 40,000 hectors. 
Some of the forests of Dharan Forest have been 
developed into community forest. More than 75 forest 
user groups and local people are benefited from forest 
resources in the Dharan Forest.

Habitat/Species
Dharan forests area is an Important Bird Area (IBA) in 
Nepal, which supports three globally threatened, three 
globally near threatened and two restricted range 
species (Baral and Inskipp 2004, 2005). It lies in the 
Eastern Himalayas Endemic Bird Area, identified by 
BirdLife International and is recognized as a biodiversity 
hotspot for birds (Stattersfield et al.1998) and home for 
many nationally threatened species (Baral and Inskipp 
2004). Forests of the IBA are currently unprotected 
but local users now manage some of the forests as 
community forest and large part of the forest area is 
as the national forest. The forests of the area comprise 
tropical and subtropical forests and they include a large 

important of tropical evergreen forest that is situated 
in the plain of Morang and Sunsari district. The forest is 
mainly Sal Shorea robusta with mixed hardwood type. 
Associated species are Adina cardifolia, Lagerstromia 
parviflora, Terminalia alata. Wild animals found in the 
area are Wild Boar Sus scrofa, Chital Axis axis, Jungle 
Cat Felis chaus, Clouded Leopard Pardofelis nebulosa, 
Common Langur Semnopithecus entellus and Rhesus 
Monkey Macaca mulatta. 

The globally threatened bird species White-rumped 
Vulture Gyps bengalensis, Slender-billed Vulture G. 
tenuirostris and Lesser Adjutant Stork Leptoptilus 
javanicus have been recorded from the area (Baral and 
Inskipp 2005, BirdLife International 2001). Similarly, the 
globally near threatened species Cinereous Vulture 
Aegypius monachus, Wedge-billed Wren Babbler 
Sphenocichla humei and Great Hornbill Buceros bicornis 
have also been reported from the area (Baral and 
Inskipp 2004, BirdLife International 2004). The nationally 
endangered species Asian Fairy Bluebird Irena puella 
is very rare in Nepal and recorded from that area 
(Chaudhary 1997), also a restricted range species as 
well as nationally threatened bird i.e. Yellow-vented 
Warbler Phylloscopus cantator has been recorded from 
the area (Baral and Inskipp 2004, 2005). Other nationally 
threatened species such as Pale-blue Flycatcher Cyornis 
unicolor and Long-tailed Broadbill Psarisomus dalhousiae 
have also been reported in forest areas of Dharan Forests 
(Baral and Inskipp 2004). 

We have learned from our past experience in 
conservation awareness work in that school children/
students are the most effective means to disseminate 
the conservation awareness in Nepal society which 



has to be conducted 'face to face" and "door to door" 
basis. Therefore, this programme has been focused 
on schools. School students taken from each schools 
(lower secondary, secondary and higher secondary), 
which are located in the adjoining area. Schools have 
been selected on the basis of their location and all sides 
of the area which has been covered as far as possible. 
Besides the schools we have conducted this program at 
community forest user groups. 

Forest areas of Dharan Forests are contiguously 
surrounded by patches of villages inhabited by caste 
groups such as Tharus, Yadav, Kami, Damai, Rai, Limbu, 
Magar, Chhetri, Brahman and Tamang. The forest users 
of the Dharan Forest IBA are heavily dependent on forest 
resources for fuel wood, fodder, timber etc. 

Materials and Methods

Materials
The books: Birds of Nepal (Nepal ka Charaharu), Mammals 
of Nepal, and Bird Conservation in Nepal: an educational 
Kit.

Posters: Globally Threatened Birds of Nepal, Protected 
areas of Nepal, Save the Vultures of Nepal etc.

Leaflets: Leaflets with interesting information on birds 
of Nepal, how to save our Vultures which has been 
prepared in the national language.

Postcards: Postcards with different birds and badges 
produced by BCN.

BCN brochure, Quarterly news letters such as Dhanphe 
and Munal and Binoculars were used during the bird 
watching program.



Methods
The Bird conservation, education awareness program 
was launched Schools students, members from the 
community forest user groups (CFUGs) and local people 
chosen from different sides of the area. We have given 
priority to those schools and community forest which 
are located close to significant sites of bird diversity and 
have very good habitat for birds. After the selection of 
the schools and CFUGs, information with a tentative 
schedule of activities of the program has been provided 
to the respected schools, local organizations, community 
forest user groups and local people. We gathered school 
students and local people at school's hall provided 
materials and speech on bird and its importance.
 
Seven days long conservation, education awareness has 
been launched on 8th June 2011. The day was divided 
which is mentioned in this report as programs. Field trip 
program (Bird watching) was managed in the evening 
and somewhere in the afternoon to show the natural 
colors to motivate students to conserve them.  Different 
aids of extension education such as audio-visual, group 
discussions, chart and graphs display used to make the 
activities more effective and concrete. The conservation 
awareness activities were focused on bird diversity and 
their importance in ecological balance, present threats 
and their causes at the local level and national level, the 
role of local people in conservation of birds and natural 
resources. A bird watching and habitat observation 
program in each school and for forest user group 
participants arranged. It was very effective to support 
raising awareness of the illiterate local people as well as 

students. Due to these activities, we received positive 
comments from which they become more interested 
and actively participated in the program. 
 
We have displayed different kinds of posters related 
to the program’s goal. Posters of globally threatened 
birds of Nepal, Save the Vulture, save the Storks and 
conservation awareness booklets distributed to the 
participants. Leaflets with interesting information 
on birds of Nepal has been prepared in the national 
language and given to all participants of the program as 
well as local people. 

To procure practical knowledge about bird watching, 
school students and local people taken to the community 
forests, lakes and riverside. During the observation 
camp, we have organized different activities: like bird 
illustrations, how to use field guides with knowledge 
to recognize particular bird, how to use binoculars and 
how to find and watch birds.  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
Talk program: A talk program has been organized in 
each program for school children and other participants. 
We have included pictures of Nepal’s endemic Spiny 
Babbler, also Nepal’s threatened species, threatened 
species of this area and some common bird species. A 
bird's description of each species emphasizing its status 
and behavior has been given. A part from this we have 
included many people to give speech at the program to 
share their knowledge and effective method to conserve 
bird and bio-diversity through their eyes. Surprisingly 
we received so many thoughts from local community.  



Essay/ Poem writing 
and quiz competition 
has been organized 
among school 
students. Rewards 
had been given 
away to winners 
in each school. We 
have received many 
essays and poems 
on bird, important 
local places and 
bio-diversity and 
selected creations 
are publishing in our 
quarterly news letter 
Munal. 

The exponential 
growth of population 
cannot hold by 
shrinking natural 
sources. The degradation of forest and depletion of 
other natural resources due to anthropogenic pressure 
has been increasing at an alarming rate every day which 
has been reflecting limitation of fairly common species 
in small pockets, decreasing their number to critical 
and even the local extinction of certain species. Fuel 
wood and NTFP collection, extending human pressure 
to the forest, grass and roof thatch extraction, timber 
extraction, bird and wildlife poaching, grazing and 
exploitation and poisoning of water sources and habitat 
loss are some of the common activities going on against 
the natural habitats of avifauna in most of the IBA area, 
government or private forest as well as even in the 
agricultural farmland.

Birds are directly or indirectly inter related with each 
other and biological community as well as with the 
environment. To understand the birds, information 
about biology and ecology were tried to transfer to local 
people along with impacts of chemical fertilizers on the 
cropland and hence over the all biodiversity. Community 
forest management practices also supposed to an 
effective tool and suitable. Silvicultural techniques are 
needed among the Forest User Groups. Keeping these 
facts in mind, suitable forest management practice 
systems were delivered to the participants so that their 
forest management activities will not disturb the avi-
fauna found in the area.

Effects of chemicals in the food chain is most serious 
problem in the diversity of birds with many species 
of birds coming under threatened status because of 
shortage of their food sources. As the aquatic habitats 
are being poisoned day by day, the number as well as 
diversity of aquatic micro flora and fauna decreased 
and its impacts reflected in bird diversity. Chemicals 
either these are fertilizers or pesticides/insecticides 
used in agricultural land and even in aquatic habitat 
always have negative impacts from the biodiversity 

conservation point of view. It breaks the food chain 
and food web of other species such as birds of prey 
and other insect feeding birds. To understand the facts 
of such environmentally disliked activities, education/
awareness programs should be organized continually 
among the user groups where grass root level farmers 
participated.

The habitat loss, climate change, degradation and 
fragmentation are some of the major problems 
of Nepalese avifauna. Birds are very sensitive to 
environment change and can be adversely impacted 
even in small changes in their natural habitat. There are 
many direct as well as indirect causes of habitat loss. Some 
of the direct causes are timber and fuel wood extraction, 
infrastructure development, agricultural expansion or 
encroachment, livestock grazing, conversion of natural 
forest into plantation, hunting and wild bird trade and 
introduction of invasive species (Birdlife International, 
2003). Due to limited knowledge, majorities of the locals 
have limited idea about the birds, their significance 
for environment, importance of habitat and role of 
local people in birds and their habitat conservation. 
To minimize the problems, conservation awareness 
activities in grass root level are utmost important and 
urgent need for biodiversity conservation. Ownership 
of the respective forests lies with the community and 
it is unprotected site. People of area have limited or 
almost no knowledge of the importance of the globally 
or nationally threatened birds in the area. Regarding 
the site conservation issues, Baral and Inskipp have 
suggested that the involvement of local clubs and group 
members through conservation education may play vital 
role to protect birds and its habitat. Thus, conservation 
of this Dharan Forest area in community participatory 
approaches through community conservation education 
(awareness) program was one of the most urgent and 
essential tasks.



Table of Participants

Site 1

Date Organization Location of the program Numbers of participants

8 June 2011 Shri Basanta Ritu 

High School

Mahendra nagar- 4 Sunsari Male Female

Including Saptakoshi 

Community Forest User 

groups

366 278

We had organized awareness program in front of school building on the play ground. Mr. Jagan Bajgain (Principal 
of the School) and Som Nath Bhandari (Coordinator of Community Forest User groups) coordinated the program. 
The program was mainly focused on the conservation of birds, its habitat and important of Dharan forest IBA. 
The participants raise some questions and very happy after getting satisfactory answer on over all bio-diversity 
conservation. Many students took part in essay, poem and quiz contest. Prizes were given away by resource person 
and principle to winners in each contest.  
 
Site 2

Date Organization Location of the program Numbers of participants

9 June 2011 Shri Janta Secondary School 

Bharaul- 3 Sunsari

Bharaul- 3 Sunsari Male Female

53 42

We have organized awareness program in the school hall and educated student on bird and their role to conserve 
them. Mr. Mahendra sah (Principle) and Prabhu Sah (Teacher) have assisted to give talk and display the poster and 
other related materials in the program. All the students have actively participated in bird watching and writing 
competition. We have awarded prizes to the winners in each competition. 

Site 3

Date Organization Location of the program Numbers of participants

10 June 2011 Shanti Nagari Community Forest 

user groups

Intahari – 2 Sunsari Male Female

43 19

The conservation awareness program was organized in the community forest user group's building. The group 
leader was Mr. Keshab Kumar Magar (President of this CFUG). Mr. Pawan Bilas Adhikari (Journalist and TV reporter) 
also supported this program. He had covered whole program and telecasted on Makalu TV for two days. We have 
displayed conservation related posters and delivered speech. The selected participants also shared their knowledge 
and emphasized the need of bird and bio-diversity conservation. Ms. Jinit Rai had given clear view how to conserve 
natural resources and how important they are in our life. She also provided knowledge on concept of community 
forest and eco system. They have suggest us to put at least one hoarding board in this Community Forest so, that they 
can easily tell local people to conserve globally threatened as well as nationally threatened bird species. They have 
also suggested as providing some materials to aware people on plants and other medicinal plants.

Site 4

Date Organization Location of the program Numbers of participants

11 June 2011 Bal Bikas High School Bhogteni -8 Morang Male Female

62 37

 
We have organized Awareness program in the school hall. Mr. Dina Nath Khanal (Principal) and Mr. Dilli Man Tamang 
President of school management committee along with teachers have actively participated this program. We have 



collected catapult from this area the local youth used to hunt the birds. They have committed they will not use 
this again and will stop if anyone will use this in the future.  We have also organized bird watching program for the 
students.      

Site 5

Date Organization Location of the program Numbers of participants

12 June 2011 Saraswati  Community 

Forest User Groups

Intahari – 3 Shakuwa Male Female

Taltalaiya Lake 

conservation Committee 

and Community Forest 

20 28

 
We have organized this program on the ground of this community forest. There were members of this community 
forest user groups, students, and members from the other stake holders. Mr. Ganga Bahadur Raya chaired this program. 
We have displayed posters and distributed leaflets in the program. We have posted some globally threatened species 
birds posters as well as Vultures posters on the tree. They have suggested us to organize this program at least once in 
each year. We have provided some posters and leaflets to Mr. Raya, President of this community forest user groups to 
organize awareness program in future time. They have committed us they would post one big hoarding board in the 
forest with necessary information to conserve the birds and its habitat.  

Site 6

Date Organization Location of the program Numbers of participants

12 June 2011 Raja Rani Lake Raja Rani Male Female

Rajarani Community 

Forest User Groups

26 11

This awareness program was organized in ad hoc in the premises of the lake but Mr. Dal Bahadur Magar (The President 
of lake conservation committee) who has participated this program at Bal Bikas High School requested to organize in 
lake office. We have collected some local people and delivered speech on bird and bio-diversity conservation. They 
have raised question on the issue and shared some of their experiences of bird and importance of this lake to provide 
very good habitat to breed them. We have delivered speech and provided posters, Birds of Nepal (Nepali version), 
Mammals of Nepal (A book by Dr Hem Sagar Baral and Karan Bahadur Shah), Leaflets, and other Materials. At the end 
of the program they had also suggested us to organize this kind of program in near future in which they will actively 
participate. We have asked students and local people to participate bird watching program.
 
Site 7

Date Organization Location of the program Numbers of participants

13 June 2011 Laxmi Higher Secondary 

School

Dangihat – 5 Morang Male Female

52 31

We have coordinated with Mr. Kedar Paudel a science teacher of this school. He was along with other five teachers 
and some of the staffs from the school who were the participants of this program. We took some students to the bird 
watching program in the morning and came back for other program in the school. 

We have organized talk program with posters and other educational materials along with audio visual program. We 
also organized essay, poem and quiz contest and awarded the winners. Students and other participants were very 
excited for the program and they had committed us to continue this at their level after the program.  



Site 8

Date Organization Location of the program Numbers of participants

14June 2011 Shri Bhagawati Higher 

Sec. School

Belbari – 3 Morang Male Female

145 123

Mr. Jeevan Khatiwada, teacher of this school along with eighteen teachers who were the participants of the awareness 
program. Mr. Khatiwada and other teachers of this school have assisted in both program bird watching and talk. 
We have organized Essay writing, Poem writing and quiz contest and awarded prizes to the winners of the contests. 
We have provided knowledge to identify the bird in the bird watching program. They were very excited when they 
saw so many colorful birds. 

Site 9

Date Organization Location of the program Numbers of participants

14June 2011 Betana Pokhari (Lake) Belbari, Morang Male Female

Betana Community Forest 

User Groups

23 19

We have organized talk program to the groups and provided other materials. We have posted posters and organized 
a short rally. Mr. Gopal Mainali and Ms. Kaushlya Rai have assisted this program and suggested us to continue this 
program in the future. They shown some catapult they have collected from the hunters. This lake and community 
forest is very famous for visitor. 

We have also organized a short conservation Awareness program and posted posters in Kalabanjar Community Forest 
User Group, Sunsari, Ramdhuni Temple and Forest, Sunsari, Panbara Community Forest User Group,Panchakanya, 
Singha Devi community forest user group, Bhaunne, Morang, Janata Community Forest User Groups, Kerabari and 
Kalapani Community Forest User Groups, Yangshila.

The breeding colony and feeding sites of many globally as well as nationally threatened bird species   surrounded by 
urbanizing villages and agriculture land. Catapult, egg and chick stealing and killing of adult forest birds are common 
in the breeding areas. This Dharan Forest IBA area holds numerous small to medium sized wetlands, Community 
Forests, Eco clubs, small streams, Bushes and rivers. This area holds good number of waders, grassland and Forest 
bird species.

Programs schedule
We have followed following time table (Tentative) for each program in each location.

Time: 8.15-9.30  Time: 9.30-10.30
Program: Program Introduction Program: Registration and Tea/Coffee
       
Time: 10.30-12.30   Time: 12.30-13.30    
Program: Talk and speech  Program: Lunch
        
Time: 13.30-14.30  Time: 14.30-15.30    
Program: Essay and Poem competition Program: Display, Audio visual
        
Time: 15.30-15.45  Time: 15.45- 16.05    
Program: Feedback from the Participants Program: Prize distribution & closing
        
Time: 16.05-18.15       
Program: Bird watching in the field       
  
        
Selected recommendations have been made by participants:



Forest User Groups

1 What: We will gather the local society; discuss with them about conservation work and aware them about 
birds and their role in environment.

2 How: We conserve the birds by identifying their species, status and causes of species loss and by distributing 
the works among the local stakeholders.  

3 Whom or Possible partners: Local communities, Forest user groups, local youth groups and civil society will 
work together with the coordination, support of BCN, OBC other donor agency.

4 When: Immediately in individual level however it will work in formal in network after formation of committees 
under the main committee.

5 What are possible to do? 

a By conserving local forests and planting seedlings appropriate places.
b By controlling all activities which are adversely affecting the birds and maintaining the safety 

environment
c Making local people aware by keeping hording boards at public gathering places and local radio and TV 

program. 
d By awarding the local individuals and groups who contributed a lot and find out the new bird species 

or do out standing work as well as by punishing those who destroyed, hunted, birds and their habitats.
e By spending some amount of government budget under the coordination of local people or 

organizations.
f By giving especial attention in wetland conservation in the area.
g By establishing hotline contact with those organizations which are working in the field of bio-diversity 

conservation and habitat restoration activities.

Students

1 It has been identified by BCN where threatened birds are found.
2 Make educated to local people, raise the awareness level and disseminate information regarding the 

importance of those habitat sites.
3 By conserving important bird habitats.
4 By controlling tree felling and over extraction of forest products.
5 By conserving wetland and Rivers habitats.
6 By minimizing the use of chemical fertilizers and insecticides/pesticides.
7 By disseminating information among the local people about the relationship of birds and local environment.
8 By keeping bird records and sending to BCN and other authorized body or organizations.
9 By making aware local about what will happen to human if birds are disappear from the environment.
10 By organizing meetings, discussions among the local people and stake holders.
11 By starting from local people or first initiation should be taken from local level immediately.
12 By coordinating and requesting technical as well as financial help from all concerned national, international 

and government line agencies.
13 By requesting the government for the conservation areas declaration to those sites which have important bird 

species.
14 By developing street drama concerning importance of birds and showing at places on public gathering days.
15 By placing hording boards at public places as well as important habitat.
16 By organizing training, awareness camps and disseminating information to locals.
17 By controlling poaching and hunting in local level.

Local communities

1 First we should find out the bird species and their potential habitats and go for habitat conservation such as 
forest, grassland, cropland and wetlands.

2 All social organizations which are available in local level should be tie up for the overall bio-diversity 
conservation issue.



3 To stop the extinction of species, biodiversity conservation program should be conducted among the local 
people.

4 All line agencies and government authorities should fell responsibility for the protection of potential habitat 
sites.

5 We should be conserved the forest and if necessary we should go for plantation of suitable seedlings at proper 
sites.

6 We should aware the people about the importance and need of birds in healthy and clean environment.
7 We should discourage farmers to use chemical fertilizers and pesticides/insecticides. We should aware local 

people about the importance of bio-fertilizers and pesticides/insecticides and encourage for their production 
and uses.

8 We should identify and monitor the endangered as well as threatened bird species. Immediately we should 
have conservation program at least for them.

9 It will not be possible to protect particular species if we do not go in landscape or ecosystem level thinking 
covering a wide area. We should try to understand the role of species in ecosystem so that easy to go for 
conservation measures.

10 We should identify the conservation oriented government as well as non-government organizations right 
from local level to national as well as international level and try to establish a relationship and go ahead in 
coordinating with each others.

11 Discussion, seminar, training, awareness camps etc. should be organized with the aforesaid organizations 
regularly.

12 We should keep the records of species, population and over all ecology of birds, publicize these records and 
send to authorized organizations for further as well as future use.

Evaluation techniques

Especial request was made with all the participants to answer the questionnaire and their active participation in the 
program evaluation and considering our request all participants made active participation. Questions were prepared 
and request to fill up on the spot of the program. Result of both sets of questionnaire was compared which had really 
refreshed the participants and given valuable suggestions and comments regarding the strength and weakness of 
the program. Participant's representatives or head have given their presentation on what they learned and what 
was their expectation for future. These two methods were used to evaluate the effectiveness of the program and 
comparative result was as follow:

Project evaluation results:

1. Questionnaires asked and their answers to evaluate the understanding of 
training materials are as follow:

1 Do you know about Bird Conservation Nepal (BCN) and Oriental Bird Club (OBC)?
 There were few participants has information about Bird Conservation Nepal (BCN) but no one has heard about 

OBC before this program however, They have got clear idea that BCN is a volunteer organization contributing 
a lot in the field of bird and bio-diversity conservation, research and public awareness as well as OBC is UK 
based organization supports to conserve the birds and their habitat in many ways.

2 What is bird and why is it important to conserve them?
 Some of the participants answered that Bird is a nature and we have cultural and religious value. Students 

have little bit knowledgeable on birds and bio-diversity. 

3 What are the bird habitats?
 In the answer all the participants have answered Forest, Tree and sky however, after this awareness program 

they were able to identify the important bird habitats such as different types of Forest, Grassland, bushes, wet-
land, farmland and even the urban areas.

4 How many species of birds are found in Nepal?
 Participants had no idea about exact bird species found in Nepal but many participants know about the 

endemic bird of Nepal. After this program all the participants have got knowledge and they can answer this 
question very easily. 



5 How many species of birds are protected by wild life law?
 All the participants had left the question previously but answered 9 species after this training.
 
6 How many protected areas are there in Nepal?
 Participants from some program had given right answer but students were fully unaware on this and they did 

not answer of this question. 

7 How many IBAs are there in Nepal?
 All the participants were unknown about the IBAs and its concepts however after this program they have very 

clear ideas about IBAs and its number in Nepal and its conceptual frame work.

8 What are the major problems in bird conservation?
 Some of the participants had have participated some program on nature conservation previously so, they had 

some idea about this. 

9 What do you mean by bird migration? 
 At first very few participants had given only rough idea but after this program more than eighty five percent 

participants have given definition of migration.

10 Which bird habitat has got the highest number of bird species? 
 Before and after this program, all the participants had given right answer. 

11 What are the causes of habitat loss?
 Many participants said that climate change, deforestation and expansion of human population. 

12 How can we improve the bird habitats?
 Participants had no idea except the protection of forest and plant new trees previously while all the participants 

were able to answer the question very interestingly.

13 What do you mean by forest management? 
 Nowadays it is very famous and more than 75% have given right answer. 

14 Do you know the conservation status, ecology and habitat of threatened birds?
 All the participants were really surprised when we start discussion on ecological status and habitat of birds. 

Many participants do not know about or meaning of bio- diversity. They were totally unknown about the 
status of the species however; they had clear ideas about its ecology, food items and feeding habits as well as 
breeding biology. But they had no ideas what factors are playing negative role in their population going down 
and what would be the possible solution. They have one very clear idea which is human population who are 
destroying bird and other wildlife habitat. 

2. Questionnaires asked to evaluate the effectiveness of the overall program

1 In your opinion what is the quality of this awareness program?
 All participants had given the views that the quality of program was excellent and want this kind of program 

in future.

2 Do you apply the skill and knowledge which you gain from this program in your practical life?
 The entire participant had given their views that they will apply the knowledge in their daily life and lead for 

conservation program in their community.
 
3 Do you transfer the skill and knowledge which you get from this program to your friends, families and 

neighbors?
 All participants had given their view that they will share the knowledge to their neighbors, friends and 

relatives.

4 What are the major things that you get from this program?
 As per the participants view they had learned basically the status and conservation threats of birds. 



5 Are you feeling something difference before and after this program?
 All participants felt difference before and after the program. As per their views they understand more about 

the birdlife and their significance to maintain the healthy and balanced environment. All participants said that 
this awareness program made us more serious about our surroundings along with community's responsibility 
in bio-diversity conservation as well as got more information about this IBA.

6 What are the weak points of this program?
 Most of the participants said that there was no weak point to point out in the overall program however few 

participants pointed out the limitation of demonstration materials. All the participants demanded more 
elaborative program in future.

7 What are your suggestions to make such program more effective in future?
 They suggested that such program should be more elaborative i.e. more detailed. All handout and audio-

visual should be in Nepali. 

8 Participants of which age group will be more fruit full in such types of program?
 Most of the participants suggested that community forest user of all age groups and students of secondary 

(grade 9 and 10), higher secondary (grade 11 & 12) should be involved. Priority should be given to Students, 
Farmers and teachers who stay over a long time in the area.

9 Do these types of programs help to conserve the bird species?  
 All participants said that why not? We will actively involve conserving birds and bio-diversity. They said that 

such type of program should go in every villages Dharan Forest IBA area and should be requested or given 
opportunity to all villagers as well as community forest user groups for their participation. 

10 Do you want to participate in such types of program in future?  
 All participants said that yes and they will be participated even if they hear the program is being organized.

3. Evaluation from the participants of the programs:

(A) Mr. Jagan Bajgain (Principal, Shri Basanta Ritu High School, Dhikjhora-4 Sunsari): “This is my first 
program which I am participating on bird conservation. Though my son is very keen on birds and he had 
done his thesis on birds. He used to ask me to go for bird watching but I could not manage to do so. I will 
participate this whenever he asks again. I and other participants of this program are committed to conserve 
our natural resources and wildlife and also motivate our students on this issue. I could not even believe that 
students are very intended to conserve nature as they presented their creations.  I would also like to request 
BCN to organize such program in our premises and we will help for that as kind support. Thank you very much 
for this new program and will see you again and again."

(B) Mr. Keshab Kumar Magar (President, Shantinagari Community Forest User Groups): “There was a Big 
tree we used to see in our forest and there were so many big birds we say "HADFORA" Lesser Adjutant. After 
demolishing that tree naturally it is very difficult to see those birds though now they breed inside this forest 
and number of birds is less than previous.  This program is highly knowledgeable and applicable to us. We got 
opportunity to understand about our valuable resources which were in dark and destroying our self because 
of our limited knowledge. Now, at least we understand about the value of birds in daily life and to save for the 
clean environment. Now we will convince to village people of this area for limited use of natural resources, 
pesticides and chemical fertilizers and instead of these encourage using bio-fertilizers and bio-pesticides. 
We expect such types of programs in future from the BCN and other supporting organizations. Thanks for 
organizing this bird conservation education and awareness program.”

(C) Ms. Jinit Rai (Tamang) (Executive Lady Member, Shantinagari Community Forest User Groups): “We 
are thankful to BCN for organizing awareness program for local people. We did not know about bio- diversity 
and importance of birds in our life and as a farmer now I understood they are very helpful to us. This is highly 
appreciable program. I and other lady members of this community will continue this program. We would like 
to request BCN and the funding agency OBC, UK to continue this program in each and every year. Such local 
people should be involved in grass root level rather than among the elite groups of the society. We would like 
to thanks BCN and resource persons of this awareness program. Now, we can deliver our thoughts to the local 
people on respective issue." 



(D) Mr. Tula Ram Dangal (Adviser, Saraswati Community Forest User Groups): “We did not know the 
value of the birds before and this program is totally new for us. I took part this program at Shantinagari 
community forest and requested resource person to organize this program in our community. It is very much 
knowledgeable and fruitful. We get opportunity to understand the bio-diversity and its role in nature, present 
conservation threats and public role which were lacking in our course. Even though being a social worker we 
should encourage people to conserve natural resources. We have organized some program on other fields 
of natural resources. We will definitely encourage local people and students in our future program which will 
cover birds and bio-diversity conservation.  We were learning only how to raise the crop productivity but 
now we are feeling that we have another responsibility that not only crop productivity, for sustainable and 
healthy environment we have to raise the bird diversity by conserving their habitats. We expect such types of 
programs from BCN in future too. Thank you very much.”

(E) Ms. Hari Maya Limbu (Lady Teacher, Bal Bikas secondary school, Bhogteni): “We are very much thankful 
to BCN and the organizer of this program. Today, the conservationists and scientists of the world are very 
much concerned about the degradation of environment and affection of climate change. We even did not 
know that we live in an IBA which has so many importances. They aware and gave us the knowledge and 
conservation methods. However, conservation is possible only when grass-root people understand and 
realize the facts and participate in conservation program. Resources which are found in this locality are our 
common wealth by utilizing these in sustainable way we can raise our economy, maintain the clean and 
healthy environment and even we can feel proud if we maintain the present status of this area. Now I would 
like to request all of my teachers, Guardians, Community people and students that please go and join hands 
to conserve the biodiversity and their habitats. We can promote community based eco-tourism in this site 
if we maintain the bird diversity and their habitats. I would like to request Bird Conservation Nepal through 
Ghimire Sir that please continue such program and prepare a check list of reptiles, birds and mammals found 
in this area so that it will be reliable baseline information for future. Thank you very much for organizing this 
awareness program at our school.”

(F) Mr. Pawan Bilash Adhikari (Journalist and Local reporter, Aujar news paper and Makalu TV): “I had 
participated so many programs but this is really very good and knowledgeable for local people. We have 
to shake hands with BCN to conserve the birds and overall bio-diversity. After this awareness program 
now, I have realized effectiveness of this programs. I will try to write articles in my news paper on birds and 
bird conservation. I will also try to produce conservation related program to telecast on my TV. I would like 
to request the organizer for bird conservation related materials to continue this at local level. I and other 
journalist will continue this program as many times as we can. This is very knowledgeable for us. Thanks a lot 
to organizer."

(G) Mr. Dal Bahadur Magar (President, Lake Conservation Comittee): “Among my participation in many 
programs, this one is totally new though I was in research program of birds. This program is highly concerned 
with our environment as local people understand through this method. This kind of education program 
should be continued other wise it will not be fruitful. The organizer will come with next such program so 
that we can get more/deep knowledge in the respective field. Such program should be organized in every 
community forest user groups of this area. Women should be encourage in such programs who either actively 
participate in forest product collection especially the fuel wood or working in the agriculture land even in late 
hours. The organizer of this program should develop a long term project with the assistance of local people 
so that they start alternative energy instead of fuel wood. Such civil society project should be implemented in 
grass root level rather than among the elite groups of the society.”

(H) Mr. Bir Bahadur Limbu (Local Social Worker): “I have seen so many student and local youth with catapult 
in and around Dharan Forest. I have managed to ban that weapon in this area though I have not participated 
this kind of awareness program before. I love birds and want to let them live with fruitful environment which 
has been very worst now a days.  Now, this program is very knowledgeable and I think all the participants will 
provide this to their neighbors.  We have experiences that many wildlife were seen in this forest in the past 
however now it is impossible due to our misunderstanding and over use of forest resource. We have come to 
know the importance of bird in our daily life and to be balanced in eco system. People who are killing birds 
and other wildlife will stop right from this moment and let’s start to conserve them. Such types of program 
should be continued so that we can grasp more knowledge. These books and other materials which you have 
provided are very useful to us. In fact I would like to request you that please come again and again for this kind 
of program. We will welcome and actively participate in awareness program in future time too. Thanks to you, 
your organization and supported organization." 



(I) Ms. Usha Dhimal (Student, Shri Bhagawati HS School): “We are very grateful to organizer of this program 
and would like to thank Bhesh Raj sir. We could not even believe that watching birds is very pleasure and 
should get knowledge from that. Birds are very important to us which fact we knew from this awareness 
program and also they are facing lots of problems to survive in this IBA. We will provide the knowledge which 
we have gained from this program to our family members and our friends. We are in such a very good place 
which is identified as an IBA. Now, we should feel proud and be sincere towards conservation of this site. We 
would like to request BCN that we need bird watching program and awareness program once in a month. It 
helps us to motivate towards bird conservation. We also want illustrated booklet of birds which are recorded 
in this area. We will continue this bird watching program and aware local people on birds and bio-diversity." 

(J) Mr. Dipendra Rai (Student, Shri Laxmi High School): “We were very much exited to take part in this 
program when our science teacher Mr. Kedar Paudel told us about this. I personally did not know about 
bio-diversity and importance of the bird. I am thankful to organizer of this program and would like to thank 
speech provider. We got opportunity to watch birds how colorful they are? Birds are very important to us 
which fact we knew from this awareness program and also they are facing lots of problems to survive in this 
IBA. We will try not to destroy their habitat and we will share this knowledge which we have gained from this 
program to our family members and our friends. Now, we should feel proud and be sincere towards conserve 
and create friendly environment for birds. We would like to request BCN to organize awareness program and 
more knowledge on vegetation. It helps us to motivate towards bird conservation. We also request BCN for 
continue support of education materials. We will post these posters where most of the local people gathered.  
We will also try to share this knowledge to our Mother, Aunt and Sisters who go to jungle to collect fuel wood, 
fodder and grass. I hope if we are committed than no one can blame us that we destroyed natural resources." 

Conclusion
Seven days long conservation awareness program was organized around Dharan Forest IBA area and a total of 
1378 participants from different organizations were actively participated in the program. Program was organized in 
different sites. We have organized two or three programs in a day. All the local organizations were invited to participate 
in the program after finding them. We have visited these places prior to organize this program and also sent letters 
in the name of all organizations requesting their participation in the program. At the same time personal requests, 
through telephone, were made with whom it was possible. Birds of Nepal by Richard Grimmett, Carol inskipp and 
Tim Inskipp (a field guide book) translated by Dr. Hem Sagar Baral (Nepali) and Mammals of Nepal by Dr. Hem Sagar 
Baral and Karan Bahadur Shah were given to all organizations where we have organized this awareness program for 
their encouragement and future reference. BCN publications, posters and leaflets, related to subject matter, were 
distributed to all the participants of all programs and to distribute local people. However, many organizations and 
schools are still inviting us for such program in their organization and school premises. 

Recommendations
Following are the initial recommendation which we have received from this program:

Bird watching program should be organized once a month in this area and equipment should also be provided if it 
is possible.
Considering the peoples interests, excitement and hope, program should be continued.
Further conservation education program covering more wide area, at least in ecosystem level, will help to conserve 
the target species conservation.
Awareness to use alternative energy resources instead of fuel wood is also an important task in this area.
We can think skill development and income generation program for the local people for long term conservation 
strategies.
We should think cultural and religious value for conserve the birds and habitat. It will also encourage religious people 
to conserve bio-diversity. 
Local government should monitor as for hunters and poachers.
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